The Musical Snore

Lyrics by Otto Hauerbach and Edward Clark

Music by Rudolf Friml

Allegretto

Mrs. P.

(Snore)

Lacey 1. Some-thing sound-ed
Dorothy 2. Sh! What did she say?

(Snore)

Lacey Take that iron a-way! Mrs. P. Make it good and hot!
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Dorothy: She is talking plot!

No, it's over there!

Both: Let us investigate.

Lacey: What a funny.

gate and see whatever it can be.

I'm afraid it's nothing more than a little simple snore.

friends, or maybe more! Dorothy: We may learn it from their snore!
Refrain

S-n-o-r-e
Mrs. P.

Dorothy

1-2. There she goes again!

Snore
Wix

Lacey

Both

There he blows again! Like two ships that

signal each other When at night they pass one another.
There she goes again!

There he blows again! Who'd have thought such a musical score could develop from a simple snore?